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You have recognized the Word but you do not hear the Call. 

Prologue 

Originally this writing was not intended for the public but only for a certain circle, primarily 

those who had once been called, and during a new incarnation on earth, had found the Word. 

For those it makes the most sense. 

Now however, in view of the situation in which the earth, the world and humanity finds itself, 

unrestricted access is given, so that each and every reader of the Grail Message can 

examine once more how firmly he is anchored in the Material World from which he has to 

detach himself, before the last trumpets sound.  

This writing came about in the same way as the following writings: 

1 From Stagnation to Acceleration 

2 A Picture  Unfolds 

3 If You Fail…. 

It is advisable to have read these writings in preparation. 

In reading the first few sentences you will realize immediately whether you will benefit from 

reading on. 

This writing offers insight into the connection of the history of Abd-ru-shin’s life up to the 

present day and the advancing climax of the Judgment.  

It shows how, again and again, humanity receives help from the Light.  You will understand 

why Light-connected people opposed the “Edition of Last Hand,” why this edition was 

necessary for the continued existence of the earth and you will understand the significance of 

the original version of the Message for crossbearers today.  

The reader can become aware of the role he has in the happening.   

Some of the information will be familiar to you, but some will be new. Examine it and see 

whether you find a resonance within you; for only if you do, will the words be of benefit to you.  

Otherwise, it is better for you to regard them as not having been written for you.  
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The nature of this writing speaks alternately to the spirit while offering explanations to the 

intellect. This is due to the nature of its conception. 

The image at the beginning symbolizes the process of “Let There Be Light” as described by 

Abd-ru-shin. Looking upon it the reader is meant to put his intellect into the  

Parts of the texts are very difficult to comprehend. To facilitate understanding they are divided 

into 3 sections. 

Part 1 
The transformation of the “Original Message” to the “Grail Message, edition of last hand” 

Part 2 

Imanuel-Parsifal-Abd-ru-shin 

Maria, Irmingard and the Mountain of Salvation 

Part 3 

Light spirits on earth  

and the end-time. 

As the author received the sense of what is written, because the words flowed into him, no 

mention is made of the author’s name. Therefore, please refrain from making any further 

enquiries regarding the origin of this writing. 

In this regard the author comments: 

 “Yet at times I feel a great power flow through me, bringing me deep peace, yet urging me to 

write all this down. Then the words flow to me. These are fulfilled moments and I have the 

sense that this was woven into the tapestry of my destiny from the beginning. My identity as a 

human being here on earth is of no importance; the name must not go down in history and 

must be forgotten when one day this body will turn to dust.”  
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LET THERE BE LIGHT 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Introduction 

Before reading this text please put all your knowledge about the Creation Laws, about Abd-

ru-shin, Maria and Irmingard before your spiritual eye. 

Just the knowledge, however, not your opinion of it! Knowledge means awareness of the 

fact that all of this exists, but it must be free from value judgment, for you will read some 

things that will not fit into your concept. 
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You have recognized the Word, but you do not hear the Call 

 

Part 1 

The transformation of the “Original Text of the Message”  to ”Grail Message, 

edition of last hand” 

With the growing awareness that His Mission of severing the human spirit from the clutches of 

the darkness threatened to fail, Imanuel once spoke these words:  

 “Holy is the Word! So holy that I would like to withdraw It again from humanity on earth.” 

With this lecture Abd-ru-shin expanded the knowledge for mankind, thus intensifying the 

pressure of the Light on the earth.  He complemented His Message with the Resonances.  

These were primarily addressed to the Called Ones who had found the Word but did not fulfill 

their post. He realized that more Light was needed to counteract the indolence of the spirit. 

He finished His actual Message in 1931 with the words: 

“Abd-ru-shin has now completed His Message to humanity 

At the completion there arose in Him the God-sent Son of Man 

IMANUEL.” 

Tis Message no longer sufficed; for mankind had sunk too low. A substantially stronger Light 

Force was needed through expanded knowledge through the Word. 

He opened His “Resonances of the Grail Message” with the lecture “The Holy Word” thus 

intensifying the Light pressure and offering further help and support with the introductory words: 

“Holy is the Word! So holy that I would like to withdraw It again from humanity  on earth.” 

He now spoke directly to the spirit. 

But even this help did not suffice for severing the human spirit from the clutches of the 

darkness for it persisted in clinging to the intellect which had already been described as being 

the main evil in Ephesus by these words in the Revelation of John: 

 “Remember from whence thou art fallen.” 
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After the eventual failure of the loyal followers due to the intellect and the resultant withdrawal 

of Imanuel, His legacy, the “Holy Word” was re-formed for what was now to come.  

Thus everything turned out differently than had been planned. 

The Judgment, the Kingdom of the Millenium, everything became subject to the renewed 

slowdown and densification on the earth. 

Thus, years could pass on earth; seen from the Light, however, not a single day passed. The 

earth was left to this process, albeit surrounded by the Light, so that everything will gradually 

come to an end or to “recognition.”  

The power of the words “Holy is the Word” however, remained on earth.  

These words are magnetically attracted by the spirit. They will forever be capable of directly 

affecting the spirit while bypassing the intellect wherever there still exists a spark of longing 

for the Light. They are able, for a brief moment, to ignite any spirit flame, no matter how small, 

to a blazing flame. This moment, however, suffices to awaken within the soul the yearning 

from now on to seek for the cause of this indescribable experience. 

With the sentence “Holy is the Word” in the first Lecture of  the revised version of His Grail 

Message for the “Edition of last hand” Abd-ru-shin wanted to reach the human spirit directly; 

see Table of Content of the Manuscript of the Grail Message 1941. 

Lectures 1 “Erkennen” (now “Erkenntnis”) (“Recognition”) and 2 “Resurrection Morning” have 

a groundbreaking effect for a seeking spirit. However, they have this effect only on the spirit.    

If the spirit does not attract these words they will get stuck in the intellect and evaporate. 

As long as the spirit is touched it is now possible for intellectual understanding of the Word to 

come to the foreground. The intellect also must understand It, but it will not be as easy for its 

“know better” attitude to prevail over the spirit.  

Thus, it is only with the lecture “What Seek Ye,” No. 23 in the Table of Content, that the Work 

begins involving the intellect which is now guided by the spirit. 

Abd-ru-shin re-ordered His Work “In the Light of Truth” in order to fulfill this purpose in the 

future. 

Thus He designated His new Message as a “lifeline” for the coming time. 

It transmits the knowledge of Creation and shows man the way to the Light. 
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The Message in the original text 

This Message was once intended as a “Call by Imanuel” to His faithful. 

It was prepared by way of the writings “Der Ruf (The Call)” thus reaching the small flock of 

those who were to work in the direct environment of Abd-ru-shin, to serve Him as a protective 

wall.  

Only then was it time for others to be called. 

For this purpose He completed His Message, as mentioned above, in 1931. With the 

completion there arose the radiation connection Abd-ru-shin-Parsifal-Imanuel; thus fulfilling 

the promise made by the Son of God Jesus to humanity: 

 “When the Son of Man will come and lead you into all Truth” 

This promise was fulfilled through Abd-ru-shin.  

He had formed His Message so as to first address the Called Ones; by way of the intellect.  It 

was to lead slowly to the Truth and gradually to awaken the memory of their solemn promise 

as the final goal. 

For this purpose alone had they come to the earth and it was their duty to listen to the Call. 

The words, through their particular quality, penetrated, starting with intellectual understanding, 

deeper and deeper to the soul, thus impacting the spirit also. 

Becoming aware of their task the Called Ones were to gradually spread the Word among all 

of mankind by setting examples. 

However, their intellect in its density was too heavy and “the Call” only reached the souls of a 

very few.  

The Word did not penetrate, remained stuck in the intellect and with most of them It 

evaporated without effect. When Abd-ru-shin realized this He spoke the fateful words:  

 “Jesus had one traitor, I have many.” 

We can call this phenomenon the Judas Syndrome, for this was exactly what happened to 

this Disciple of Jesus. He succumbed to his intellect thus giving free reign to dark currents. 
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One could just as well call it a scribe-syndrome, for these too were hindered by their intellect. 

Most were misguided and blinded by their intellect.  

Their spirit was willing but their intellect was too powerful and it was employed by the 

darkness to influence them, using all its tricks and cunning. Arrogance, vanity, egotism are 

not qualities of the spirit but snares of Lucifer to which an indolent spirit will succumb.  A spirit 

becomes indolent as soon as it leaves to the intellect decisions which can only be borne by 

the spirit. However, frequently the path is reversed. Indolence of the spirit enables the intellect 

to have power over decision making. 

This is the reason why almost always it is those people who have a sharp intellect are aloso 

the ones who have a weak spirit. An alert spirit will always move the intellect in its present 

condition to the side. They are two very different states of consciousness which cannot 

cooperate well, since one mostly precludes the other.  Cooperation will be possible only when 

brains will have attained normal function again. At this time it is the darkness which makes 

use of the intellect, providing it with earthly knowledge in order to assert its influence. 

This is what happened among the group of Called Ones; which is why the Lord spoke the 

words: “Jesus had one Judas, I have many.” He saw the devastating Judas -syndrome 

among his faithful.  

Thus, His Mission was doomed to failure due to the impenetrable intellect which all people 

brought with them in their body. 

Mankind was lost and the downfall was unstoppable. 

But Imanuel prayed to the Father not to let this happen for He saw a few small spirit flames 

which did not deserve to perish along with this world. 

Justice and mercy are firmly anchored in Creation. 

Thus the earth was held for the sake of the few. 

Lucifer’s direct influence was bound for a thousand years. But the density of the earth had 

already progressed beyond what had been deemed possible even by the Light. 

More intense Light pressure was not possible without crushing the world which would have 

led to the direct destruction of the earth. Therefore, for the time being, torpor was allowed to 

exist to the point of stagnation. This required more time on earth.  
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Note, however, that seen from the Light, everything remained as planned, only the earthly 

lapse of time slowed down. This means that the human spirit can live through several 

incarnations without even one day passing in the lighter world. 

The fact that the power of the Light was now played into the hands of the darkness, even by 

the Called Ones who put too much trust in their intellect, forced the Light into retreat in order 

to thereby withdraw this power from the darkness.  Otherwise all Light-seeking souls still 

remaining on the earth would have been lost. For the sake of the few and for that of Justice 

another path was used. 

The Word and the Resonances in their original form were withdrawn.  

It was no longer a matter of a “Call” to the flock of Called Ones, rather it was now a matter of 

a new rescue operation for those souls who were still seeking for the Light, who, blameless 

on earth, would otherwise be lost.  

All those who had fallen, however, thus received another chance to free themselves of their 

own power from the self-chosen darkness. For those it meant laboriously striving to learn and 

experience for themselves the cunning ways of the darkness.  

For many this required severe suffering, for they first had to get to know this world and its 

dark, false laws, had to suffer under them; for it is the only way for them to find their way out 

and to thus fulfill their task of leading the way for humanity. 

The way was the one that Abd-ru-shin has already smoothed and walked . The way is clearly 

revealed by the new Creation knowledge. It can, however, only be seen by the spirit, never by 

the intellect which must stay behind. The man who attaches himself to the intellect will stay 

behind along with it, no matter how strong his longing for the Light is. 

The Word in its new form was to be the guideline for all human spirits. 

Over time, many came to be reincarnated.  

The words “Holy is the Word” awaited them in the material world.  

The words affect the soul as a wake-up call. 

Their effect is similar to that of a heavenly melody. Such a melody is also capable of affecting 

the soul, thus initially removing the power of the intellect. The spirit is able, for a moment, to 

have the upper hand as long as it awakens from its sleep. 
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Lectures 1-22 (now in “Admonitions”) have the effect of the harmony of a Light-flooded 

melody. They storm past the intellect and awaken in the soul a longing for the Truth.  

Abd-ru-shin knew what the human spirit needed, who still had the inner longing, and He 

wanted to reach him with this lifeline: to reach only those who still carried a spark of Truth 

within, all others were to stay away from the Word. Thus He automatically protected the Word 

from evil, for only those who listened for the awakening, searched further. 

Leading toward the Truth by way of intellectual understanding had failed. The intellect was too 

impenetrable. Only a few were spiritually strong enough to listen to the Word and sense the 

call of Imanuel. 

The effect of the introduction in the original Message:  “For your Guidance” was no longer 

powerful enough.   

Here is where we find the main reason why only few people today manage to recognize the 

Truth in the Word, for the Message was again organized in a way that slowly introduced 

intellectual understanding.   

The powerful words “Holy is the Word” are received only by those who had enough spiritual 

strength to listen beyond the introduction “For your guidance” and who then recognized the 

Truth. These few then find everything they still need in the “Admonitions.”  

They are few, however, too few! 

All others risk being lost since their spirit is not addressed directly. 

Thus the darkness cleverly used the intellect again to reduce the power of the Message so 

that but a few alert spirits recognized the Truth.  

But the darkness cunningly captured even those few through their tendency to be indolent.  

These few are stuck fast in the belief that that which they have recognized now is all there is. 

They do not listen to the “Call,” they close their eyes.  

When they read they suppress questions which must arise for fear of doing wrong by asking 

such questions. Instead they ask questions which a spirit can never fathom. 

Listen, readers of the Message: 

You feel comfortable and protected in the knowledge of having recognized the Word. 
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You dare not lift your gaze in the belief that this would be wrong. 

You must ask all the questions concerning you and your field of activity and you must seek to 

solve them. The answers are given to you. 

You allowed yourselves to listen to warnings against reading in the old writings. 

The darkness very cleverly knows how to combine your desire for obedient loyalty with your 

tendency toward indolence  and uses it for its own purposes. 

 With greatest cunning it has influenced the leaders of the Grail Movement in order to relegate 

to an off-limits area the “Call of Imanuel” which has been awaiting its time. 

The Message “In the Light of Truth” is given to you for your salvation. 

It brings you knowledge about Creation, thus turning your yearning into unfulfilled desire. 

In the original text you read the Holy Word which in this form has a much stronger effect on 

the spirit as soon as the spirit has recognized the Word.  

The spirit hears the call of Imanuel and will follow it.  

“Upward to the Light” 

Listen to the cosmic roar: 

“You have recognized the Word, but you do not hear the Call.” 

How can you believe that it is willed by the Light that the Holy Word that was given to you be 

forbidden and even destroyed? It is your duty to search for It; you are endowed with the 

desire to follow the “Call” of Imanuel, after having recognized the Truth in the Word Itself as 

well as having recognized Him, the Son of Man. 

In the Call to you, you will then find all you need in order to finally “recognize” and fulfill your 

destiny. 

Yet you, in your boundless indolence relied on those who allowed themselves to be poisoned 

by the intellect. 

How can you believe that Imanuel wanted to have His “Call to you,” the holiest of all things 

ever on earth, destroyed? 
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He could have done this only if He had abandoned the earth and humanity to the darkness. 

You must earn the ability “to hear the call” after you have already recognized the Truth. 

That was His goal. 

It was an easy matter for the darkness to once again thwart the plan of the Light. It only 

needed to see to it that the “Call of Imanuel” disappeared from the earth.  

With intellectual logic it saw to it that the sounds would never reach another weak soul.  

It only needed to see to it that lectures 1-22 would only be accessible to initiates. 

Should a few nevertheless have the strength to recognize the Truth in the Word, then let them 

believe that they now have everything they need; what could be better for the antagonist! 

Indolence was being promoted, for he who has everything need no longer seek; he merely 

needs to gratefully accept and wait for what happens. 

So it appears that the Work of the Son of God, given from the Light, has been destroyed once 

again through man’s intellect. 

But the Light surrounds the earth and squeezes together the darkness more and more. 

 

Part 2 

Imanuel  – Parsifal  -  Abd-ru-shin 

Maria, Irmingard and the Mountain of Salvation 

 

Now you ask yourselves, how could something like this happen? 

Maria and Irmingard were still dwelling among us after all and they would have acted only in 

the service of Imanuel.  

Read the Message carefully and you  will find the answer in the Laws of Creation.  
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When the Light recognized the development on earth, the direct radiation connection Imanuel 

– Parsifal – Abd-ru-shin was loosened. 

It was no longer possible to establish the “Kingdom of the Millenium” on earth. The protective 

wall formed by the Called Ones who were tasked with transmitting the radiation of Imanuel in 

a form prepared for the human spirit was not secure. The earth itself was  close to a standstill. 

Imanuel could not deploy His power since His direct Light power would have crushed 

everything to death.  

Instead of with their intuition, many of the Called Ones transformed this power with their 

feeling, thus with the intellect, which led directly to the feeding of the darkness. They believed 

that they were thus still serving the Light; a fatal error of intellect-oriented man. 

Imanuel Himself withdrew out of Love, Justice and Mercy so that the entire Subsequent 

Creation should not be destroyed through His presence. 

Maria and Irmingard, however, who are Divine cannot be separated from Imanuel.  

The Trigon; Imanuel – Maria – Irmingard, immersed into the Material World, now withdrew 

again as the Trigon; no other way was possible. It was the only way to prevent human failure 

from causing the darkness to use this Creative Power which was intended for the creation of 

the Kingdom of the Millenium. The darkness had already used the concept of “thousand-year 

Kingdom” (1000-jaehriges Reich) and even took hold of the symbols of the Light. And much 

more…! 

This is what human spirits here on earth were, and still are, capable of since their free will 

cannot be taken from them. They re-directed power with the aid of their intellect, often in the 

belief that they were fighting for the Light; this needed to be prevented for the sake of Justice. 

IT WOULD OTHERWISE HAVE BEEN THE END OF ALL DAYS. 

The Light then withdrew from the earth; but It envelops the earth and squeezes the darkness 

together more and more. 

On the earth remained the spirit of Kassandra and of Nahome who had served the Light as 

vessels already 3000 years ago (see “Past Eras Awaken”) 

However, all Callings  thus became invalid due to the fact that the disciples were committed 

only to Imanuel personally. They were to form a protective wall, to receive the power and 

transmit it to the human spiritual. This was now no longer necessary. 
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Standing aright they were still able to serve as signposts for humanity but no longer as 

Disciples of the Lord. 

All this happened even before Abd-ru-shin’s passing over since he Himself had to transform 

the Word before He could leave the earth.  

Given to mankind as a lifeline, the Word Itself could remain on earth in a new form. It was 

now for the entire mankind and no longer required the intermediation of the Disciples. 

Abd-ru-shin, still connected with Parsifal (primordial- spiritual anchorage from the Divine out 

of Imanuel), still had at His disposal enormous power from the primordial-spiritual sphere. It 

was necessary for Him to be in seclusion, away from His  all His followers, for they were no 

longer to transmit this remaining power.  

In an ironic twist of fate it was no other than the executioners of the darkness who made this 

possible. But the Light intervenes powerfully where necessary, then lets things take their 

course; thus even the darkness is forced to serve the Light since it is also subject to the Laws 

of Creation. 

Abd-ru-shin described this process in the lecture “The Stranger;” 

 “Then, God, all-powerfully, revealed His Will! And then…., trembling, even the 

mockers sank to their knees… it was too late for them.” 

The power was thus withdrawn from the darkness.  

The ways of the Lord will forever be unfathomable to the human mind.  

During the last few months Abd-ru-shin’s body struggled hard since He still had to bear this 

tremendous Light power which could no longer be absorbed and transmitted by the disciples. 

Only those few were admitted to His presence who were able to receive this pressure, which 

they properly processed and transmitted (to be read in reports by contemporary witnesses). 

This is why, with time, He literally burned up inwardly. 

When His tortured body lay dying He saw that the spirits around Him who were left behind 

would misunderstand His work; this caused Him to have to go through a severe death 

struggle (contemporary witnesses).  

With the new form of the Word He wanted to impact the human spirit directly at the first 

moment of contact.  
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Thus He now took the Lecture “The Holy Word” which at that time was to have shaken up 

those who had already been sealed, to be the lifeline for all human spirits who still possessed 

a spark of Truth. 

Be assured that the Light finds It’s way wherever It is sought for.  

But it was also meant primarily for those who had once been called. They could now join the 

ranks again. He removed the reference to the “Sealing” so as to keep it more neutral and 

entitled the lecture “Recognition.”  

A brief note regarding the reason why He entitled the lecture “Erkenntnis (Recognition)” not 

“Erkennen (Recognizing)” (Translator’s note: the distinction is not easily transferred from the 

German to English).  

Throughout all world epochs the human spirit was guided toward a progressive sense of the 

working of God in Creation. Through the new knowledge He brought us, the human spirit 

receives the ultimate conclusion and he transitions from “intuitively sensing” to “recognizing.” 

 Abd-ru-shin therefore warns right at the start to take the Word seriously by saying “Holy is the 

Word.”  

Take seriously what you are about to read, it is more sacred than anything you will meet in 

your entire existence. 

He called to the spirit: You must now “recognize” God’s work in Creation. 

The word “Erkenntnis (Recognition/Awareness)” however had a weakening effect since it 

speaks to the intellect.  

Recognition/awareness can never be the same as “knowing.”  Being aware of something 

means we have partial knowledge; in order to speak of real knowledge we must know a 

particular matter completely.  

This is the reason why he used the title “Erkennen (Recognizing).”  

Thus earthly events took their course since the human spirit could not be deprived of his free 

will. 

The Message was left to the world and a final grace period was granted for recognizing the 

word, to seek the Truth and to follow the “Call”.  
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------ 

War years, suffering, misery, great loss and sorrow loosened many souls and caused some to 

seek the path to the Light again; thus they attracted the Light again which provided help from 

the outside, but only where there was a strong desire for it. 

Nahome, who had once taken her own life, was now to remain on earth for a long time so as 

to redeem her sin by attending to those who were seeking for the Light.  

It was her task, together with Maria and Alexander, to spread the new Word and to guard the 

“Call” for the coming time. 

In order to be able to fulfill this task they continued to have a slight connection with the 

vessels anchored in the Primordial-Spiritual sphere of Irmingard and Maria who had now 

returned to dwell entirely in the Divine sphere. Alexander, too, was permitted to maintain his 

connection to the Lion in the Primordial-Spiritual sphere from time to time.  

Thus, from time to time, especially at times of Festivals, it was possible for an intensified 

direct radiation connection to occur. Human spirits that had to find or to re-discover the Word 

thereby received again and again a power supply from the Light. Not all of humanity could 

receive it for the darkness was not to use this power for its purposes; as soon as this 

happened the connection withdrew. 

Protection was to be given to those human spirits on the Light-enveloped, dark earth who had 

not been able to sever themselves but were deserving of help. 

However, the intellect, and with it the darkness looming ever larger, gained more and more 

influence in the environment of the former Nahome. Her voluntary personal ties to the sense 

of family did the rest and caused her to direct her gaze away from the Light and to exclude 

herself from a permanent radiation connection so that she, too, no longer saw the path ahead 

of her clearly.  

She was to keep the original Message hidden until the time when Imanuel – coming in the 

clouds as once promised - would once again send out His “Call” to reunite the faithful after the 

difficult time of learning. 

But the darkness lodged itself into the Grail work. Maria and Irmingard were surrounded by 

many lackeys, thus only a weak connection to the Light could be maintained and that only 

rarely. The Grail work was subjected to the influence of the intellect through the many well-

meaning advisors.  
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They all believed to be faithful servants to the Light and did not realize that they rendered 

homage to the intellect, thus placing themselves in the service of the darkness.  

Their spirits suffered from the scribe syndrome.  

Due to the fact that man still retained his free decision-making power, what Imanuel Himself 

had not been able to prevent, now neither earthly Maria (Kassandra) nor Irmingard (Nahome) 

were able to prevent, i.e. the influence of the darkness on the flock of crossbearers. 

Add to this the fact that femininity in Creation is always only giving, while masculinity cares for 

the up-building. Femininity would never have been able to prevent human failure in the 

process of up-building. This should have been up to Alexander who, however, lacked the 

strength and the will to assert himself against intellect-guided decisions. 

Many arbitrary decisions were made which were never intended by Abd-ru-shin during His 

lifetime.  

The clearest example of this is the attempt to obtain earthly recognition of the Grail Movement 

as a distinctly separate religion. 

THIS ABD-RU-SHIN HAD NEVER INTENDED, ON THE CONTRARY, HE EXPRESSLY 

REJECTED THIS AS HIS GOAL. 

In an ironic twist of fate, the petition was rejected by the authorities. It is likely that these were 

guided by the Light, for the Light intervenes where necessary - when they based their 

decision on Abd-ru-shin’s written legacy which states clearly and explicitly: 

“I do not found a new religion.” 

The leaders within the Grail happening on earth, driven by their intellect, fancied themselves 

smarter than the Lord Himself.  

Their decisions clearly show that they were guided by the intellect, as was the entire further 

organization.  

They were willing to act in the sense of Abd-ru-shin; but He was no longer alive, so they 

asked their intellect which gave them advice.  

But it was advice not as intended by the the Lord. 

Abd-ru-shin intended that there was to be no solicitation for the work “In The Light of Truth.”  
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The Light finds Its way to where It is being sought for. There It is magnetically attracted, with 

absolute certainty. There is no need for help from the intellect. 

This is what was supposed to happen with the Message during the time that the Judgment 

was raging on the earth. 

Any kind of commercial advertising only draws the attention of the darkness which then  can 

interfere, lay detours, lead to dead-ends, finally to a sect-like association which appears 

implausible or absurd as do so many harmless little esoteric crackpots. 

Thus, instead of being attracted, many were repulsed by the commercialism. Many were 

never even reached since the way was wrong. 

Moreover, the Grail Movement itself was no longer the means to an end, but chose to be its 

own self-serving purpose by focusing the human spirit on the earthly Grail happenings. 

Starting out as a good idea, it became disastrous for many. The Grail Movement became a 

dead-end road to the Light. Only a few were still able to maintain the direct connection 

upward. Many felt that their connection to the Mountain and the Grail Movement already 

provided them with protection by the Light. 

It cannot be denied, of course, that the  original Place of Light on Vomperberg brought great 

blessings to many people. There is no doubt that at the times of Festivals the Light Radiation 

had a very strong impact on Vomperberg which was brought about by Maria and Irmingard on 

one hand, as well as by the many seeking people gathering for the Festival. These put a 

protective wall around the Mountain so that the Light descended to them and re-actively 

transmitted strength to them.  

Unfortunately, this was not brought about by the leading administrators but happened in spite 

of all the wrong decisions made.  

Thus Vomperberg remained as Place of Light after all. 

The anchorage of the Light, however, is the HOLY WORD Itself. 
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Part 3 

Light Spirits on earth 

And the end-time 

 

Many human spirits from the sphere of Created Ones are sent to you 

But you will find but a few of these in the associations of the Grail Movements. They maintain 

the Light connection for you. They work out of sight and are inconspicuous, seldom 

possessing earthly glamour. They are conspicuous for their modesty, less for their 

intelligence, rather for a certain naiveté paired with wisdom. You will find them dispersed 

everywhere. Not all of them read the Word, but you will recognize them because they live the 

Word. They live It, for they carry It within, but they are repulsed by the commercialization and 

marketing of the Word. Their intuition rejects anything sect-like.  They most often have a blue-

violet aura through which they maintain a constant connection with the Light.  

With their spirit they help to transform the bodies, make them lighter and re-form the brain 

back to its normal condition.   This occurs primarily in the world of medium-gross matter which 

will remain preserved. Quite often they are not aware that they are the ones who hold the 

earth since frequently they are long-suffering in society. This, however, they have taken upon 

themselves voluntarily.   

Just as at far distant times, when the spirit germs urging to gain consciousness developed to 

the point where they formed overripe animal bodies into human bodies, Created Ones were 

sent to help them. They were always strangers. Yet they are closest to you since you are 

capable of attaining their maturity level after you have completed your development.  

This is the way Love works in Creation in order to stand by and help the human spirit urging 

toward maturity.  

These Created ones dwell in regions below the Primordially Created Ones; they are the 

spheres where you, too, will one day be allowed to dwell. 

Almost all the prophets originate from these spheres. They are human spirits as you are, but 

they do not need to develop in the material world since they are Created Ones.  
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Here on earth they are derided, sometimes even attacked by so-called “realists” but they are 

provided with enormous strength which protects them. They pursue their path imperturbably. 

As long as they direct their gaze upward and renounce the temptations of the material world.  

There are thousands of them. Most often they seem strange to people on earth. 

Nonetheless, even among those there are some who hold fast to their intellect, compelled by 

loving relatives, educators and psychologists. Now they, too, are proud of their intelligence 

not realizing that they are forced into uselessness by their intelligence. 

Often they fall sick so that they  can return to the Spiritual Realm; however, your medicine 

helps to hold them back in the belief of apparently helping while only their bodies are helped. 

They become sick because of their Light-connectedness which  puts them into conflict with 

their education and with all they have learned. Yet they unconsciously help to transform the 

world; they cannot help it for they have the new sense which works to transform the earth into 

a finer lighter materiality. You, however, notice none of this. 

Many Developed ones are placed at their side to help them while at the same time these 

latter can thereby redeem guilt. However, unfortunately they want to shine with their 

knowledge and do great deeds with their intellect which they believe is a great weapon 

against evil in their hands. But they delude themselves, for the intellect is the Antichrist 

himself and will never serve the Light. It will betray them even as they believe that victory is 

already theirs. They suffer from the Judas-syndrome. 

Even at the time of Christ the intellect presented a danger, but it has now become a demon. 

It has spread and left its dwelling, the brain. It has expanded its field of activity to everything 

material, thus exerting its influence on everything on earth. It is a demon and like a puppeteer, 

it guides and directs men like puppets via the brain. This had never been intended by the 

Light; of all things it is therefore the most hostile to the Light. 

Abd-ru-shin gave a clear, pertinent explanation in His Resonances. In the Lecture “The 

Spiritual Planes 4” He writes: 

“Thus is the way of the intellect for every human being. Since the intellect did not 

remain dependent on the dwelling assigned to it, i.e. on the respective human body, 

but seized by force total freedom of movement which has no bounds on earth all of 

humanity had to submit to his will….” 
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In the same Lecture he writes: 

 “The beast (the intellect) at first tenderly cared for, has grown to have mighty power, 

and no man can force it into any useful service.” 

There was good reason why Abd-ru-shin moved the Lecture ‘The Antichrist” from # 90 in the 

sequence of the old Message to # 3 in the new Message. It is here primarily a matter of the 

dominance of the intellect. To his horror He recognized how devastatingly the intellect raged 

among men’s souls, since almost all of the 144, 000 faithful succumbed to it. Christ had 

already realized the evil and called out to men: 

“Become as children” 

For children do not see value in things that the intellect clings to which is primarily the 

emphasis on training the overdeveloped large (frontal) brain. 

At last give room to your spirit to take flight, let it spread its wings. Undreamed of happiness 

awaits you as soon as you are able to do this: anything earthly pales in comparison. 

The time is getting closer and closer when you must wake up whether or not you want to. 

The Light Force entering again slowly but surely forces you to. 

Whether to soar high or to  go down, you will awaken. Many of you will see only then what it 

means to “be awake” but it will be too late then. 

With the coming of the new time you must recognize “God’s Working” in Creation and 

therefore must know of Imanuel in order to ascend and at last to transform your environment. 

If you stand still the accumulating energy which you are not utilizing properly will soon force 

you to become overripe. What was meant to help you will then destroy you. First and 

foremost detach yourselves from all materiality that binds you; there is nothing you can take 

with you except yourselves, that is,  everything that your spirit experienced. Everything else 

keeps you attached to the low regions. 

Direct your thoughts not with your intellect but with your intuition to become a spear of 

salvation. 

Readers of the Message, and you who have been sealed, are in danger of becoming lethargic 

now toward the end of the Judgment. You think you are awake, but most of you are only 

awake in your intellect. 
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Still the earth being held. 

Imanuel is omnipresent for you, but you must follow Him and His Call. Not in waiting mode but 

with an active spirit as fighters for the Light.  

Remember the Lecture “How are you, Man” 

His Will granted you this additional time span; since the few souls who still yearned for the 

Light were not to be lost.  If only one single soul walks this earth which still carries the longing 

for the Light within, the earth will be held until this soul gets the chance to find the way to the 

Light. Then, however, the soul must hasten and not linger in indolence. 

This time is now past. Everyone had the opportunity.  

Therefore, come together, you who have heard the Call. Form light centers with the power of 

your spirit. To do this you need not meet on the earth.  

Direct your thoughts with your spirit. This process does not occur in your head but in your 

center.   The place where your spirit works through your body is where you sense your 

intuition. The intuition is completely free from a sense of time and space; this is how you 

recognize it.  

Imagine time and space. Whatever you perceive there will not lead you to your goal.  

Only when you will have a sense of “infinity” in space, and of “eternity” in time will you have 

an idea of how your intuition works. 

Do not let yourselves be deceived by your feeling; although it is powerful it only impacts your 

body and is finite, even in the ethereal sphere. It is not your spirit which stirs.  

Adjust yourselves accordingly and you will receive power from the light centers , thus 

connection to eternity. You will then gain a sense of eternity and true humility will be yours. 

You will then be attached to light threads which hold you when the earth will be uplifted. See 

to it that there is no thread that will keep you down. 

Do not rely on your system of economics, society and science; for it is a system based on and 

accountable only to the intellect.  The intellect is still able to maintain power only because the 

system still functions: for how much longer?  Everything will collapse.   No patching up, no 

discussing will be of any use. It will happen. 
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The Judgment and the Kingdom of the Millenium 

They were changed in terms of your timing.  

They were changed, however, only as viewed from your perspective. 

From the perspective of the Light everything remains as it was ordained from the beginning.  

With the last trumpets of the World Judgment, listen for the Call of Imanuel!  

 “If you fail the world will fall.”   

The transformed world will be uplifted. Its densest cloak will remain in the darkness and will 

be abandoned to annihilation together with all the souls still clinging to it. These are not 

always dark souls; most of them are merely weak souls which are unable to sever themselves 

from all things earthly which include the intellect and will therefore not be able to escape 

dissolution 

Light-connected spirits, however, which are without guilt and have not attached themselves to 

gross-materiality, yet are not sufficiently mature, are permitted to mature in other worlds, 

whilst the intellect will perish together with its world. 

“Holy is the Word! So holy that I would like to withdraw It again from humanity on 

earth.” 

These were the words of Imanuel for the last chance of salvation:  He did not withdraw the 

“Word.” 

Now stand ready or be lost. 

------ 

signed Simon  

11. Juni 2013 

 


